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ABOUT INFAX · For 50 years, Infax has been helping patrons navigate public spaces. Our systems provide our clients with the capabilities to commu-

nicate vital information in real-time. With thousands of displays nationwide, our solutions have become an integral fixture in the judicial, healthcare, 

and transportation markets and remains committed to being the most reliable and effective solution for information distribution.

 Manage one or hundreds of monitors

 Display on banks of displays or video walls

 Customize page displays consistent with airport branding

 Manage scheduled flights through a web interface

 Updates status information with an automated serial or 
XML feed

 Accepts automatic data sources such as ASDI data feeds  
and airline interfaces 

 Supports direct airline interfaces with legacy airlines to  
receive automatic flight and gate information

 Supports visual paging and emergency integration

 Interfaces with most public address systems

 Streamline your operations into a single platform 

 Bring advertising in-house

 Generate user reports 

FEATURES & BENEFITSNow Fully Integrated with Engage 4.0

WinFIDS is a web and mobile-based solution 

that keeps travelers on track by displaying 

flight status information for airline carriers on 

any LCD or LED display. 

WinFIDS supports multiple users with 

different security levels and offers the 

convenience of making changes anywhere, 

anytime. Users can adjust specific airline’s 

flight information or make changes for 

all airlines with the click or a tap of a few 

buttons. 

With each user having access to their own 

customizable dashboard, WinFIDS promises 

to be a user-friendly solution for your 

airport’s flight information needs.
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Engage 4.0

 WinFIDS accepts multiple automatic data 
sources such as ASDI data feeds and airline in-
terfaces to relieve your airport personnel from 
entering in daily flight information.  Infax has 
also developed direct airline interfaces with 
all legacy airlines to receive automatic flight 
information and gate information for your spe-
cific airport.  

 WinFIDS 7.0 is equipped with an emergency 
messaging take over component that allows a 
user to choose the necessary emergency mes-
sage and send that message to all the displays 
in your facility. Need to visually page some-
one? Quickly enter the message in the mes-
saging component and choose which monitor 
you would like  to send it to. WinFIDS 7.0 also 
interfaces seamlessly with most public address 
systems to display boarding information at a 
moment’s notice.

 Handle advertising in-house or work with 
existing advertising content by accepting vid-
eos, images or pages you have created while 
keeping a report of when they were played. 

 Engage 4.0, Infax’s content management 
solution, is integrated into the WinFIDS user 
interface for custom page creation. Users 
can easily build a page for any display, such 
as flight information pages, gate information 
pages or advertising pages. Equipped with an 
interactive playlist tool, users can also build a 
playlist of videos and images to display auto-
matically when a monitor is no longer in use 
for flight information. 

 Airports can now keep their passengers 
engaged at all times. Whether displaying the 
weather, flight maps, advertising videos, pro-
motional ads, health videos, news headlines, 
sports videos or local traffic reports, Infax 
provides it all.
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